Abstract

In the present work a suitable retrofitting strategy is presented for reducing the vulnerability of under-designed structures subject to dynamic loadings. After the recent seismic events in Italy the seismic codes have been modified and the seismic risk associated to a large part of the territory has been substantially increased. Many structures build in the past with respect to obsolete standards no longer satisfy the current technical standards for the seismic codes. In the present work a retrofitting strategy for under-designed structures is investigated by the adoption of steel braces realized in series with innovative buckling restrained axial dampers in the nonlinear modeling of the dissipative behavior of structures under dynamic actions. The adopted retrofitting approach shows to be useful for the mitigation of the seismic risk of under-designed structures by providing a suitable increment of the safety degree of under-designed structures. A pushover analysis is performed in order to determine the capacity curve of the considered under-designed structure and the safety factors are evaluated for the structure before retrofitting and after the innovative retrofitting. The reported analysis shows that the investigated innovative retrofitting strategy can be usefully applied for an effective reduction of the seismic vulnerability of under-designed structures by suitably increasing the safety factors of the investigated structures subject to dynamic loadings.
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1 Introduction

In Italy the current structural code has been recently updated. In particular the new code is characterized by an increased seismic risk associated to many parts of the territory. In fact, due to the recent seismic events the seismic risk associated to many parts of the territory has been substantially increased, see e.g. the Italian seismic code NTC 2018 [1]. Accordingly, many existing reinforced concrete structures realized in the past with reference to old structural codes are nowadays not able to ensure a satisfactory safety degree with respect to the current technical standards [2]. At present such structures are required to conform to the seismic actions supplied by the design earthquakes prescribed by the current technical standards [3].

In this work a multi-storey reinforced concrete existing structure originally designed for only gravitational loads has been investigated. A nonlinear analysis is presented for reducing the structural vulnerability of under-designed existing structures. It is shown that the presented innovative strategy for reducing the structural vulnerability of under-designed existing structures provides a suitable increment of the safety factors associated to dynamic and seismic events.

2 Methods

In the present analysis a retrofitting approach is presented for the mitigation of the seismic risk of multi-storey reinforced concrete existing structures originally designed for only gravitational loads. The adopted retrofitting strategy takes into account hysteretic dissipators, known as Buckling Restrained Axial Dampers (BRADs), placed in series with a steel element to form the diagonal braces of the retrofitted structure. The adopted design methodology is based on a displacement based approach in order to ensure the compatibility condition between the displacement capacity of the structural frame and the displacement demand according to updated seismic codes [4].

In this work we study an innovative retrofitting strategy for under-designed existing reinforced concrete structures by adopting steel braces realized in series with the innovative BRAD devices [5][6]. The adoption of the BRAD devices within the diagonal braces introduced in the under-designed structure increases the damping of the structure and reduces the damage of the primary structural frame since part of the dissipation occurs in the adopted damper devices, see e.g. [7].

For the adopted acceleration elastic response spectrum in the analysis we have considered the damage limit state, the life preservation limit state and the collapse limit state. In the nonlinear analysis the influence of the confined concrete has also been considered in the definition of the proper constitutive law for the retrofitted columns.

3 Results

A displacement based approach is presented for the retrofitting strategy. Steel braces realized in series with the innovative BRAD devices have been adopted for the
retrofitting strategy in order to reduce the structural vulnerability of the under-designed structures. In the nonlinear modeling of the behavior of the dissipative devices we have considered the suitable hysteretic modeling, see e.g. [8-11]. The adopted retrofitting methodology has been modeled by considering the structural behavior with respect to a displacement based approach. After retrofitting a nonlinear static analysis has been performed for the verification of the structure in order to evaluate the capacity curve of the structure. The adopted retrofitting approach shows to be useful for the mitigation of the seismic risk of multi-storey reinforced concrete existing structures originally designed for only gravitational loads, see e.g. [7]. Different approaches can be adopted for reducing suitably the vulnerability of solids and structures under static and dynamic actions, see e.g. [12-25].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Safety factor before retrofitting</th>
<th>Safety factor after retrofitting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1X</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1Y</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2X</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2Y</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Safety Factors for the structure before retrofitting and after innovative retrofitting with steel braces and BRAD devices at the life safeguard limit state.

A pushover analysis is performed in order to determine the capacity curve of the structure. In the analysis two cases are considered with two different distributions of forces. The first distribution of forces (F1) is proportional to the product of the masses of the floor times the displacement of the floor relative to the first vibration mode and it is considered as representative of the dynamic response of the structure in the elastic range. The second distribution of forces (F2) is proportional to the mass of each floor and it is considered as representative of the dynamic behavior of the structure in the plastic range. In Table 1 the safety factors are reported for the structure before retrofitting and after innovative retrofitting with steel braces and BRAD devices at the life safeguard limit state. For more details see e.g. [7].

4 Conclusions and Contributions

After the recent seismic events an update of the seismic codes has occurred in Italy with higher values of the seismic risks for many parts of the Italian territory. Accordingly, existing reinforced concrete structures realized in the past and built with strategies that no longer meet the current technical standards needs to be verified. In fact, such structures realized with reference to obsolete standards currently are not able to ensure an adequate degree of safety.

Nowadays, such structures are required to conform to seismic actions prescribed by the current technical codes. In the present investigation multi-storey existing structures originally designed for only gravitational loads have been analyzed. An
under-designed structure has been considered and an analysis has been performed for reducing its vulnerability with respect to updated seismic actions. The adopted retrofitting strategy has taken into account steel braces realized in series with the innovative BRAD devices in the nonlinear modeling of the dissipative behavior of the structure. The nonlinear analysis has been performed and the retrofitting approach has shown to be useful for the mitigation of the seismic risk and for the improvement of the structural vulnerability with respect to the updated seismic codes.
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